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Nature Flooring Industries, Inc. 
Wire Brushed European French Oak Collection:

Appearance
The Wire Brushed European French Oak Collection offers numerous different styles accented with natural knots and grain variation that 

add character and display unique visual appeal. Each plank is carefully wire-brushed, creating hardwood floors that are distinct in color and 

texture.

Versatility
Indoor application only. Approved for installation above grade, on grade, and below grade. Installation also approved over radiant heat.

Stability: 
Stable structure, adjusting to the environment more easily.

Installation
T&G Profile provides for quick and easy installation. Options include float, or glue.

Performance under stress
Precision milling makes this collection two times more dent resistant than any other wood floor. The brushed top layer and low gloss 

combination make these hardwood floors a great fit for handling active families.

Ease of maintenance
8 coats of ceramic based aluminum oxide finish protection provide easy maintenance and allow for maximum scratch and wear resistance in 

heavy traffic areas.

Post-purchase support
With a 25 year warranty on finish wear and construction, this collection is built to withstand the test of time.

Other
 •4/7” x 7 1/2” W x 74.8” L up to 25% random length and a maximum 2 row starter boards/carton

 •7 1/2” width plank designed for a more classic, streamlined appearance

What does this product represent in terms of 21st century innovation?
 •100% crafted in the China.

 •Plywood core is made from 100% recycled forest content and is 93120 Phase 2 CARB Compliant with lowest possible air emission

 •Natural beauty and performance at a cost effective price
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